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ABSTRACT
Background The COVID- 19, caused by the SARS- CoV- 2 
virus, proliferated worldwide, leading to a pandemic. Many 
governmental and non- governmental organisations and 
research institutes are contributing to the COVID- 19 fight 
to control the pandemic.
Motivation Numerous telehealth applications have been 
proposed and adopted during the pandemic to combat the 
spread of the disease. To this end, powerful tools such as 
artificial intelligence (AI)/robotic technologies, tracking, 
monitoring, consultation apps and other telehealth 
interventions have been extensively used. However, there 
are several issues and challenges that are currently facing 
this technology.
Objective The purpose of this scoping review is to 
analyse the primary goal of these techniques; document 
their contribution to tackling COVID- 19; identify and 
categorise their main challenges and future direction 
in fighting against the COVID- 19 or future pandemic 
outbreaks.
Methods Four digital libraries (ACM, IEEE, Scopus 
and Google Scholar) were searched to identify relevant 
sources. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews 
and Meta- Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews 
(PRISMA- ScR) was used as a guideline procedure to 
develop a comprehensive scoping review. General 
telehealth features were extracted from the studies 
reviewed and analysed in the context of the intervention 
type, technology used, contributions, challenges, issues 
and limitations.
Results A collection of 27 studies were analysed. The 
reported telehealth interventions were classified into two 
main categories: AI- based and non- AI- based interventions; 
their main contributions to tackling COVID- 19 are in the 
aspects of disease detection and diagnosis, pathogenesis 
and virology, vaccine and drug development, transmission 
and epidemic predictions, online patient consultation, 
tracing, and observation; 28 telehealth intervention 
challenges/issues have been reported and categorised 
into technical (14), non- technical (10), and privacy, and 
policy issues (4). The most critical technical challenges 
are: network issues, system reliability issues, performance, 
accuracy and compatibility issues. Moreover, the most 
critical non- technical issues are: the skills required, 
hardware/software cost, inability to entirely replace 
physical treatment and people’s uncertainty about using 

the technology. Stringent laws/regulations, ethical issues 
are some of the policy and privacy issues affecting the 
development of the telehealth interventions reported in the 
literature.
Conclusion This study provides medical and scientific 
scholars with a comprehensive overview of telehealth 
technologies’ current and future applications in the fight 
against COVID- 19 to motivate researchers to continue 
to maximise the benefits of these techniques in the 
fight against pandemics. Lastly, we recommend that the 
identified challenges, privacy, and security issues and 
solutions be considered when designing and developing 
future telehealth applications.

INTRODUCTION
COVID- 19, caused by the SARS- CoV- 2 virus, 
was first identified in China in December 
2019 and later became a pandemic.1 2 When 
this manuscript was finalised (12 June 
2022), globally, the total number of infected 
cases had reached 540 318 million and over 
6.331 million people had died.3

Telehealth refers to the delivery of health-
care particularly preventive and primary 
healthcare over a distance. Furthermore, 
it has been described as the use of medical 
information exchanged from one site to 
another via electronic communication to 
improve a patient’s health.4 It can also be 
defined as distributing health- related services 
and information through electronic informa-
tion and telecommunication technologies. 
It enables long- distance patient and clini-
cian care, contact, reminders, advice, educa-
tion, intervention and remote admissions. 
During the spread of COVID- 19, several 
technological interventions were introduced 
to help manage the pandemic (eg, utilisa-
tion of digital tools to combat the COVID- 19 
pandemic5 such as internet of things (IoT), 
drones, artificial intelligence (AI), block-
chain and 5G).6
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When the COVID- 19 pandemic pushed the healthcare 
system to its breaking point, telehealth appeared as a 
critical alternative for burdened physicians and organisa-
tions.7 Telehealth was a valuable tool in the fight against 
the COVID- 19 pandemic.8 9 Functions such as remote 
patient monitoring,10–12 communication and counsel-
ling,13 psychotherapy,14 telerehabilitation, consultation,15 
and telementoring14 became extremely popular, useful 
features for delivering healthcare. As telehealth became 
characterised by technologies, users, environment, 
processes and organisations, telehealth became multi-
layer healthcare system support. However, increased data 
privacy issues,8 16 human error, social factors, psychosocial 
factors, technological issues and other external factors 
are bringing about the need for better control of tele-
health applications.

In this study, we have conducted a scoping review 
covering four different databases: ACM, IEEE, Scopus 
and Google Scholar; and identified 28 telehealth inter-
vention challenges/issues. The challenges/issues were 
categorised into technical (14), non- technical (10), 
and privacy, and policy issues (4). The issues reported 
in this article comprise both technical and behavioural 
security concerns, issues such as attacks, vulnerabilities, 
weaknesses are examples of technical security issues 
found in the literature. While ethical issues such as ‘a 
clinician may improperly exploit patient data to conduct 
genetic or biological investigations or dispense medica-
tions that violate approved regulations’ are examples 
of behavioural security issues reported in our reviewed 
articles. Furthermore, the reported telehealth interven-
tions were classified into two main categories: AI- based 
and non- AI- based interventions. The distinction between 
AI and non- AI telehealth is significant since it represents 
the degree of automation and intelligence engaged in 
healthcare service delivery. Traditional telehealth services 
that rely on basic videoconferencing, remote monitoring 
and other communication technologies to support inter-
actions between patients and healthcare practitioners 
are referred to as non- AI telemedicine. In contrast, 
AI- enabled telehealth uses powerful machine learning 
algorithms, natural language processing and other AI 
techniques to evaluate patient data, develop insights and 
deliver individualised suggestions to patients and health-
care professionals.17

Moreover, AI- enabled telehealth has the potential 
to greatly improve healthcare delivery quality and effi-
ciency. AI algorithms, for example, may assist clinicians 
in efficiently analysing massive quantities of patient data, 
identifying patterns and trends, and making correct 
diagnoses.17 18 Its virtual assistants and chatbots may 
also give real- time assistance, support and education to 
patients, which can enhance patient engagement, self- 
management and adherence to treatment programmes. 
Nevertheless, it is also critical to acknowledge the possible 
dangers and obstacles connected with AI- enabled tele-
health, such as data privacy concerns, algorithmic bias and 
the ethical implications of depending on machine- based 

decision- making in healthcare. As a result, it is vital to 
carefully weigh the benefits and downsides of both AI and 
non- AI telehealth systems, as well as to ensure that proper 
protections are in place to protect patients and preserve 
the highest standards of care. Thus, our study aimed to 
achieve the following research questions.

Research questions/objectives
The main objective of this survey is to identify and classify 
telehealth interventions that emerged during COVID- 19 
pandemic, document their challenges, and policy, privacy 
and security issues. This is to motivate researchers to 
continue to maximise the benefits of these techniques to 
fight COVID- 19 and other diseases, and as well consider 
the issues/solutions reported when designing and devel-
oping future telehealth applications. Therefore, this 
study aimed to answer the following research questions 
to address this goal:

 ► What are the distinct types of telehealth interven-
tions that appeared and became popular during the 
COVID- 19 pandemic?

 ► What are telehealth intervention challenges when 
fighting the COVID- 19 pandemic?

 ► What are telehealth intervention policy, privacy and 
security issues specific to fighting the COVID- 19 
pandemic?

Research contributions
The contributions of this study can be summarised as 
follows:

 ► Identification, classification and analyses of the various 
kinds of telehealth interventions that appeared or 
were adopted during COVID- 19;

 ► Identification, categorisation and analyses of the chal-
lenges of telehealth interventions that appeared or 
were adopted during COVID- 19.

 ► Identification of policy, privacy and security issues 
about telehealth interventions aiding in fighting the 
COVID- 19 pandemic.

 ► Identification of remedies available for tackling 
reported telehealth intervention policy, privacy and 
security issues when fighting the COVID- 19 pandemic.

Previous studies have attempted to survey the tele-
health interventions that emerged during the COVID- 19 
pandemic and the challenges associated with them.17 19–22 
These studies can be classified according to their study 
design and the main issues reported. Some studies 
conducted a systematic mapping study and focused 
solely on telehealth security issues,23 while others have 
conducted systematic reviews on the use of telehealth 
during COVID- 19, emphasising the features, benefits 
and effects of the reviewed systems.19–22 However, some of 
these studies have only covered a few articles or general 
challenges without specifically addressing privacy, policy, 
and security issues and solutions.19–21 Additionally, some 
studies have had limited search comprehensiveness by 
covering only a few databases,21 or a specific type of tele-
health intervention, such as AI- based systems17—a scoping 
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review. In contrast, our study covered both AI- based and 
non- AI- based systems, and to the best of our knowledge, 
none of the existing studies have combined all of the above 
four contributions. Hence, this study can be considered 
the first comprehensive study to identify, classify, discuss 
and analyse the telehealth interventions, their associated 
challenges and issues, as well as discussing societal consid-
erations (privacy, policy, security) with respect to various 
system types, technical and behavioural issues. Our study 
also highlights how the challenges/issues imposed by the 
pandemic boosted research and technology towards the 
improvement and diffusion of telehealth solutions.

METHODS
PRISMA Extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA- ScR)24 
was used as a guideline procedure to develop this 
comprehensive scoping review. As illustrated in figure 1, 
the search procedure for this scoping review was exten-
sive. The search execution was performed between 13 

December 2021 and 15 December 2021. Table 1 lists the 
publication venues of the final included articles. The 
detailed procedure of the method followed is provided as 
online supplemental material (Methodology).

RESULTS
Types of telehealth applications
Several studies presented telehealth interventions and 
their applications. These studies can be classified into 
two main categories according to their mode of applica-
tion: The first category is AI- based; this category includes 
AI- based systems incorporating IoT and mechanical 
aspects and reported applications using machine learning 
or deep learning neural networks. The second category 
includes applications that do not employ any AI neural 
networks and are therefore categorised as non- AI based.

The following subsections present a general overview of 
some AI- based and non- AI- based telehealth interventions 
from our included studies.

AI-based techniques in fighting against COVID-19
This section presents a general review of some of our 
selected articles that discuss AI- based telehealth interven-
tions during COVID- 19. As Topol25 describes it, the ulti-
mate prospect for AI in medical technology is to restore 
the ‘valuable bond between patients and physicians—
the human touch,’ in addition to lowering mistakes and 
enabling medical staff to spend more quality time.

As a result of the obstacles posed by COVID- 19 and the 
associated lockdowns, many organisations and individuals 
have adapted robots to help them handle the pandem-
ic’s hurdles.1 While compared with human methods, 
robotic and autonomous techniques have benefits such 
as inherent virus immunity and the impossibility of 

Figure 1 PRISMA chart for included studies. PRISMA: 
preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta- 
analyses.

Table 1 Publication venue of the selected papers

# Venue Type
# of 
publications

1 IEEE Journal 8

2 IEEE Conference 3

3 IEEE Symposium 1

4 ACM Journal 2

5 ACM Conference 4

6 ACM Workshop 1

7 JMIR Journal 2

8 BMJ Journal 1

9 JAMA Journal 1

10 New England 
Journal of 
Medicine Jama

Journal 1

11 Medknow 
Publications

Journal 2

12 SciELO Brasil Journal 1

Total 27
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disease- causing germs passing from human to robot to 
human. However, the robotics sector still faces many tech-
nical challenges. Shen et al1 evaluated over 200 studies 
discussing robotic systems that emerged or were repur-
posed during the COVID- 19 outbreak to provide insights 
to academia and businesses. The authors explored the 
benefits and challenges of using an automated system 
to combat the COVID- 19 pandemic. They discovered 
that robotic systems are generally effective solutions for 
most of the issues caused by COVID- 19 during surgery, 
screening, diagnosis, disinfection, telehealth, care, manu-
facturing, logistics and interpersonal matters unique to 
pandemic lockdowns.

Ganesh et al26 propose an IoT- based Smart Automated 
Health Machine, a user- friendly health machine with an 
interactive GUI for medical needs. It is a virtual health 
self- screening/check- up/test system that is meant to be 
an initial point of contact for patient screening to track 
heart rate, ECG, blood pressure, oxygen saturation and 
visual acuity. In addition, the system offers essential infor-
mation and keeps track of various medical concerns and 
the necessities that need to be adopted. The efforts are 
part of the United Nations’ SDG- 3 target.

Chen et al2 analysed the AI’s primary scope and contri-
butions in battling COVID- 19 from illness detection and 
diagnostics, pathogenesis and virology, medication and 
vaccine development, and outbreak and dissemination 
prediction. The authors also summarise the available data 
and resources for AI- based COVID- 19 studies. Finally, the 
main obstacles in combating COVID- 19 and potential AI 
directions were highlighted. Chen et al2 discovered that 
AI still has tremendous potential in this field. The article 
presents medical and AI scholars with an extensive view 
of the existing and future applications of AI technologies 
in the fight against COVID- 19 to encourage scholars to 
continue maximising the benefits of AI and big data in 
the battle against COVID- 19 and future pandemics. Ding 
et al9 also surveyed various enabling systems and technol-
ogies with different application scenarios for tackling the 
COVID- 19 pandemic. Their research focused on three 
scenarios: wearable devices for observing at- risk and quar-
antined individuals, assessing nurses and administrative 
health personnel, and expediting hospital admissions 
triage; inconspicuous sensing technologies for identifying 
disease and monitoring patients with relatively modest 
symptoms whose clinical state could abruptly develop; 
and telemedicine techniques for remote diagnosis and 
monitoring of COVID- 19 and other relevant illnesses.

Another technique, the internet of medical things 
(IoMT)- based intelligent healthcare monitoring system, 
was presented by Dilibal.11 The primary purpose of this 
technique is to remotely communicate in digital reality 
with optimum network throughput and latencies for 
quick decision- making process management during clin-
ical assessments. Furthermore, the author claims that 
filtering and compressing raw medical information from 
real- time video footage is possible with the presented 
edge enabled IoMT computer architecture system.

Talukder and Haas27 proposed a sophisticated 
smartphone- based care system that captures health infor-
mation using progressive web applications (PWAs), incor-
porates the data with various health knowledge sources, 
and employs AI to assist diagnostic evaluation and patient 
stratification. In addition, the system may make recom-
mendations for actions and treatments and be built with 
cybersecurity features to tackle data privacy and secu-
rity issues. The application is built on next- generation 
internet technologies such as PWA, Web Speech API, 
Web- Bluetooth, Web- USB and WebRTC and works well 
with the intelligent hospital concept. However, imple-
menting this system requires buying sophisticated hard-
ware that might be costly to users.

The COVID- 19 pandemic has caused an extreme scar-
city of personal protective equipment, increasing the risk 
of infection among medical practitioners.28 As a result, 
numerous studies have been conducted to develop 
enabling systems and techniques that limit disease 
risk among medical practitioners and other frontline 
workers. For example, Karanam et al28 designed and 
developed a contactless patient positioning system using 
three- dimensional (3D) pose technology that addressed 
these issues. The authors showed how the device allowed 
remote scanning of a patient without physical closeness by 
presenting numerous parts of the system, including auto-
matic calibration, positioning and multiview synthesis 
methods. While the presented technology allows medical 
scans to be contactless and more effective, it does not 
prevent healthcare practitioners from doing patient scans 
in person if desired in a non- pandemic situation.

Non-AI-based techniques in fighting against COVID-19
This section presents a general review of some of our 
selected articles that discuss non- AI- based telehealth 
interventions during the COVID- 19 pandemic.

Li et al14 proposed a remote telehealth monitoring 
technique for COVID- 19- infected people in self- isolation 
that uses a multimodal fusion technique as a practical 
choice for monitoring self- isolated patients. The authors 
employed a radar sensor to observe basic activities and 
respiration and a smart wristband to get details on the 
patient’s blood oxygen saturation and heartbeat. The 
authors conducted an experimental study with 10 volun-
teers with an average age of 28. They discovered that the 
technique is practical and realistic for tracking individuals 
in self- isolated situations. However, the method requires 
the purchase of some expensive hardware which might 
make the technology cost inhibitive to users.

Raj and Srikanth29 initiated a study and field trial project 
to assess and evaluate the usefulness and efficacy of an 
‘assisted telemedicine’ approach in tackling the accessi-
bility gaps in the remote primary healthcare environment. 
Using a collaborative design paradigm, the effort also 
included creating a blueprint for an Assisted Telehealth 
app to meet medical consultation needs during and after 
the COVID- 19 pandemic. For the ‘assisted telemedi-
cine’ concept, a customised application was constructed, 
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and functionalities were gradually expanded based on 
observations and comments from different stakeholders. 
According to their preliminary research, this healthcare 
delivery paradigm can serve various populations and gain 
acceptability among multiple stakeholders. Using the 
capability approach lens, the potential impacts of this 
action were also investigated. The study encountered 
difficulties due to a lack of high- speed internet access, 
especially in remote, rural areas.

Elahraf et al30 presented a service- oriented architec-
ture for dynamically composing and managing tailored 
treatment plans, assuming an adequate knowledge 
base and internet service for the underlying systems of 
caregivers and service providers. The authors created 
a working prototype to show the practicality of their 
suggested model and explained the obstacles and prob-
lems resulting from putting it into practice. Nevertheless, 
the need for a sufficient knowledge base and internet 
services for the underlying systems of caregivers and 
service providers may not exist in some regions, particu-
larly in distant, rural areas.

Collected telehealth intervention challenges
This section listed and categorised the challenges of the 
telehealth interventions summarised in online supple-
mental material, table 2. The reported challenges can be 
sorted into three categories: (1) technical challenges, (2) 
non- technical challenges and (3) policy and privacy issues. 
For more details about the challenges, you may refer to 
the references provided along with each challenge.

Technical challenges
The primary technical challenges mentioned in the 
reviewed studies are as follows; the challenges are listed 
based on their criticality; the top challenges are the most 
critical ones while the bottom ones are the less critical 
ones.

 ► Network issues (especially outside of the healthcare 
facility).1 13 26 29–31

 ► Difficulty in accurately differentiating between 
COVID- 19 and typical pneumonia or other relevant 
diseases.32 33

 ► System reliability issues.1 9 13 26 29

 ► Performance and accuracy issues.1 15 28 34

 ► Compatibility issues.12 35 36

 ► Dataset availability issues.2 9

 ► Data imbalances between negative and positive 
samples.2

 ► A large amount of noisy data and rumours.2

 ► Scarcity of knowledge in the intersection of computer 
and medical sciences.2

 ► Power consumption.9

 ► Healthcare is highly resistant to change.13

 ► Technical glitches.29

 ► Insufficient bandwidth and resources, as well as effec-
tive effort maintenance.29

 ► Scalability, interoperability and auditability issues.30

Non-technical challenges
The primary non- technical challenges mentioned in the 
reviewed studies are as follows; similarly, the challenges 
are listed based on their criticality; the top challenges are 
the most critical ones while the bottom ones are the less 
critical ones.

 ► Lack of knowledge, technical literacy and skills 
needed to use virtual medical services (eg, not every-
body can use telehealth services and disabled individ-
uals and children need supervision to protect their 
integrity).13 15 27 30 35–37

 ► Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using or 
maintaining the system.1 9 14 26 27 32

 ► While telehealth technologies supply high- quality 
healthcare services, they cannot entirely replace phys-
ical treatment.1 13 15 26 33

 ► People’s uncertainty about using technology.15 26 29 33

 ► Lack of public or private sector support for advancing 
medical technology that meets the demands of the 
populace.15 29 37

 ► Lack of knowledge and awareness about telemedicine 
and its benefits.15 29

 ► User service misuse.26

 ► Adoption rates are restricted to medical emergencies, 
which is insufficient.13

 ► Some users (especially those in rural areas) do not use 
phones.29

 ► It is difficult to have the same doctor(s) for follow- up 
appointments.29

Privacy and policy issues
The primary policy and privacy issues mentioned in the 
reviewed studies2 9 11 13 26 29–31 37 are as follows:

 ► Local laws and stringent regulations could pose a 
challenge in installing systems, especially in remote 
areas.26

 ► Data privacy and human rights protection.9

 ► Ethical issues (eg, a clinician may improperly exploit 
patient data to conduct genetic or biological investi-
gations or dispense medications that violate approved 
regulations).37

 ► A sound security system is needed to curb user service 
misuse.26

Collected telehealth intervention security issues
Telehealth devices provide aged, physically disabled 
patients and people in isolation due to COVID- 19 with 
remote care such as surgeries, treatments and diag-
noses. In this context, various systemic properties, such 
as security, must be met for telehealth systems to func-
tion correctly. Existing research examines various secu-
rity incidents involving telehealth systems. This section 
discusses a comprehensive overview of the most reported 
telehealth application security issues and the presented 
remedies.

Marquez et al23 recently performed a systematic mapping 
investigation to detect, organise and characterise tele-
health systems’ security vulnerabilities. The authors also 
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noted how software engineering could aid in developing 
safe telehealth systems. The findings of their study show 
that: (1) the most reported security issues fall into four 
categories (ie, attacks, vulnerabilities, weaknesses and 
threats); (2) three security mechanisms (ie, detect attacks, 
stop or mitigate attacks and react to attacks) characterise 
security solutions and (3) the most related research topics 
are attributed to insecure data transmission and privacy. 
The study’s findings also suggest that software design, 
requirements and models are vital areas that need to be 
focused on to develop secure telehealth systems.

Marquez et al23 also reported that network protocol, such 
as HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), is the telehealth 
component most affected by security issues, followed by 
watermark, database and access control. Furthermore, 
in terms of medical supplies affected by security issues, 
the authors found that the electronic patient record is 
the most affected supply, followed by medical images, 
medical robots, wireless medical data and biosensors.

Specifying the most affected components/supplies 
could help researchers and developers know which 
components to put more effort into to mitigate reported 
security issues. Details about the most reported telehealth 
application security issues and proposed solutions are 
provided in the following subsections.

Most common telehealth privacy and security issues
Figure 2 illustrates the four most common telehealth 
security issues discussed in the following paragraphs.

Attacks
According to Marquez et al,23 a privilege escalation attack 
uses programming faults or design defects to grant a 
hacker higher network access. The two types of privilege 
escalation are vertical and horizontal. Vertical privilege 
escalation needs an attacker to grant themselves greater 
authority. Horizontal privilege escalation entails the 

attacker assuming the identity of another user with iden-
tical privileges while using the same level of privileges he 
already has.

Vulnerabilities
Software vulnerabilities (SVs) are security flaws in software 
applications that can compromise their confidentiality, 
integrity and availability.1 Exploiting SVs can harm the 
operation and reputation of millions of software applica-
tions and organisations worldwide and cause significant 
financial losses. Therefore, it is crucial to remediate crit-
ical SVs as soon as possible.

Threats
The guarantee of information travelling from a source 
point to a destination via numerous intermediate chan-
nels on a network is threatened by the communication 
channel threats.38 Hussain et al38 and Chryssanthou et al39 
describe how social/community threats jeopardise tele-
medicine system security and name three types of threats: 
(1) technical, (2) ethical and (3) legal. The details of 
these threats can be found in Hussain et al.38

Weaknesses
While a vulnerability is often described in terms of weak-
ness, defining a weakness itself can be difficult. A weak-
ness can be considered a class and a vulnerability as an 
instance of that class because multiple vulnerabilities 
might be associated with the same weakness class. A 
single vulnerability could relate to two or more defects 
exploited concurrently or sequentially. In this regard, a 
vulnerability is a collection of one or more instances of 
weakness.

Most common solutions to telehealth privacy and security issues
As reported by Marquez et al23 and illustrated in figure 3, 
the three most common telehealth security solutions are 

Figure 2 Most common telehealth security issues. SN, source node; DN, destination node; CIA, confidentiality, integrity and 
availability; DoS, denial of service.
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to: detect attacks (eg, biometric solutions40), stop or miti-
gate attacks (eg, LTESafe,34 watermarking apps41) and 
react to attacks (eg, healthNet42). LTESafe34 is a cellular- 
assisted, privacy- preserving COVID- 19 contact tracking 
tool that uses a deep neural network- based feature 
extractor to translate cellular CSI to a high- dimensional 
feature space, where the Euclidean distance between 
points represents device closeness. In this system, user 
privacy is protected by concealing the physical locations 
of devices while achieving excellent accuracy.

DISCUSSION
Summary and comparison of the proposed telehealth 
interventions
Online supplemental material, table 2 summarises and 
distinguishes the findings of the identified telehealth 
interventions based on the following criteria; this section 
discusses and compares the existing telehealth interven-
tions summarised in online supplemental material, table 
2.

 ► Intervention type: denotes the type of application. As 
discussed in Section ‘Methods’, there are two main 
categories. AI- based and non- AI- based systems.

 ► Scope: specifies the country/area where a particular 
application was developed or the intended origin of 
users/study.

 ► Technology used: denotes the kind of telecommuni-
cation or technical systems used to achieve telehealth 
purposes.

 ► Advantages/services: specifies the proposed interven-
tion’s uses, benefits and contributions in mitigating 
the COVID- 19 pandemic.

 ► Challenges/limitations: specifies the key issues and 
constraints of the proposed systems.

As shown in online supplemental material, table 2, 12 
out of the 20 (ie, 60%) of our surveyed telehealth inter-
ventions are AI- based systems,1 2 9 11 13 26–28 33 34 while the 
remaining 8 (40%) are non- AI- based systems.12 14 15 29 30 35–37 
The research covered 11 different countries: the USA,1 34 
the UK,26 China,14 28 33 Austria,32 Bangladesh,31 Turkey,11 
India,12 27 29 Ecuador,15 Pakistan,30 Qatar,36 KSA35 and 

Brazil.37 However, some reports2 9 13 are surveys or reviews 
which are considered global.

Many telecommunications and technical systems have 
been used to help achieve remote healthcare. The tech-
nologies include but are not limited to mobile and tablet 
devices, wearable sensor devices, video conferencing 
tools, online portals, mobile apps/platforms, robotic 
systems, 3D pose, cameras, IoMT devices, GPS (Global 
Positioning System) technologies, ultra- wideband, radar 
sensor devices, smart bracelets, APIs, thermistors, and 
deep learning and machine learning tools.

A significant number of services and their usage have 
been reported in this paper. The most studied are patient 
tracking, triage and monitoring, disease detection and 
diagnosis, online consultations and prescriptions, disease 
spread analysis, healthcare accessibility- related chal-
lenge mitigation, and COVID- 19 symptom checking. In 
addition, several challenges and limitations have been 
reported, and details are provided in Section ‘ Collected 
Telehealth Intervention Challenges’.

Principal findings
Overall, a total of 27 studies were selected, studied and 
analysed. The reported telehealth interventions were 
classified into two main categories: AI- based and non- AI- 
based interventions; their major contributions to tackling 
COVID- 19 are in the aspects of disease detection and 
diagnosis, pathogenesis and virology, vaccine and drug 
development, transmission and epidemic predictions, 
online patient consultation, tracing, and observation; 
28 telehealth intervention challenges/issues have been 
reported. The collected challenges/issues are classified 
into three main categories: technical, non- technical, 
and privacy, and policy issues. Fourteen technical chal-
lenges, 10 non- technical challenges and 4 privacy, and 
policy issues have been reported. Network issues (espe-
cially outside of the healthcare facility), system reliability 
issues, performance, accuracy, and compatibility issues 
are the most critical technical issues reported in at least 
6, 5, 4 and 3 sources of our included studies, respectively. 
The skills required, hardware/software cost, inability 
to entirely replace physical treatment, and people’s 

Figure 3 Most common telehealth security solutions.
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uncertainty about using the technology are the most 
critical non- technical challenges reported in at least 7, 
6, 5 and 4 sources of our included studies, respectively. 
Moreover, stringent laws/regulations, ethical issues are 
some of the policy, and privacy, issues affecting the devel-
opment of the telehealth interventions reported in the 
literature. Furthermore, attacks, vulnerabilities, weak-
nesses and threats are the most common telehealth secu-
rity issues reported in the literature, while three security 
mechanisms (ie, detect attacks, stop or mitigate attacks, 
and react to attacks) characterise the most common tele-
health security solutions reported in the literature.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Most of the selected research papers that introduced 
novel solutions about telehealth communicate their 
methodologies and testing procedures poorly or incom-
pletely. They do not elaborate enough on the methods 
and criteria followed to reach their assumptions or 
findings. Considerable care and attention have been 
made to ensure this study’s rigour. However, like any 
chosen research method, it is subject to validity threats. 
This research focused on a handful of well- known, top- 
ranking venues (such as IEEE, ACM, JMIR, BMJ), which 
limited our selection of papers and the overall quality of 
the papers selected. Even though other journals such as 
PubMed, MEDLINE, Ovid are not as well- known, highly 
ranked, as those selected for this paper (according to 
Google Scholar metrics), they still have the potential to 
offer higher- quality and more relevant research papers. 
Future work should include more research journals, 
regardless of how well known they are. Because the topic 
of this paper is related to the broad field of medicine, arti-
cles about telehealth are abundant. Thus, future research 
should also focus on a specific field in telehealth, such 
as ‘remote monitoring devices’ or application- based ‘tele-
health apps’.

CONCLUSION
This article presents an extensive survey that names and 
categorises digital health interventions, and their chal-
lenges, policy, privacy, and security issues are discussed. 
The digital health interventions found are mainly classi-
fied into AI- based and non- AI- based telehealth interven-
tions. Moreover, the telehealth challenges are categorised 
into technical challenges (such as network, performance, 
accuracy, reliability and dataset availability issues) and 
non- technical challenges (such as cost, uncertainty and 
user service misuse). In addition, local laws, stringent 
regulations, ethical issues, data privacy and human rights 
protection, etc have been reported as policy, privacy and 
security issues affecting telehealth interventions. The 
authors of this paper believe that this paper’s outcome 
should motivate scholars to continue to maximise the 
benefits of these techniques in the fight against COVID- 19 
and other future diseases. However, the identified 

challenges, policy, privacy and security issues should be 
considered when designing and developing future tele-
health applications.
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Research Methodology 

The following procedures were conducted to answer the research questions stated in the introduction section of 

the main article. PRISMA Extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR)[1] was utilized as a guideline methodology 

to develop a comprehensive scoping review. 

1. Search execution: This research used a keyword search query to retrieve datasets from the following 

electronic databases: ACM, IEEE, Scopus, and Google Scholar. As shown in Figure 1, the search procedure 

for this scoping review was extensive. The search execution was performed between December 13 and 

15, 2021 using the following keyword search query: 

(“Telehealth*” OR “Telemedicine*”) AND (“Coronavirus” OR “COVID-19” OR “SARS-CoV-2”) AND 
(“Intervention*” OR “Service*” OR “Application*”) 

As Google Scholar yields numerous results that are both relevant as well as irrelevant, only the first 100 

listed studies were considered. This step resulted in 738 papers. Figure 2 shows the distribution of initial 

primary studies per library. 

  

 

2. Automatic search restrictions/duplicate removal: In this phase, the search in all the digital databases was 

restricted to the period between 2020 and 2021 (The novel virus was first discovered in Wuhan, China in 

December 2019). In addition to the search by period, other restrictions were applied according to the 

alternative options available in each digital library. For instance, date and subject area in the case of 

Scopus library, and the date and first 100 in the case of Google scholar library. Table 1 shows the number 

of studies retrieved in each digital database after applying these restrictions. In total, 451 studies were 

retrieved. Furthermore, 152 duplicates were detected and excluded. Hence, this step resulted in 299 

papers with unique titles and abstracts.  

 

3. Screening based on title and abstract: The results of previous phases were further filtered based on the 

paper’s title and abstract. 275 studies with irrelevant titles and abstracts were detected and removed. 

This stage resulted in 124 unique full-text studies.  

 

4. Filtering based on the full text: the outcome of the previous phases was further screened based on other 

exclusion and inclusion criteria. Excluded papers are non-English papers, conference abstracts, proposals, 

theses, dissertations, and white papers.  Moreover, articles that merely mentioned telehealth 

interventions during COVID-19 but did not actively discuss them (i.e., papers that did not explicitly focus 

on the topic) were withdrawn. Included papers are academic research articles that include journals, 

conference papers, symposiums, and workshops from top quoted publishers. Finally, twenty-seven (27) 

most relevant articles were retained as primary sources. Table 2 lists the publication venues of the 

included articles, while Figure 3 shows the publication types of the retained papers. Moreover, to 

reduce personal bias and improve the authenticity of the identified articles and their findings, this process 

was cautiously conducted by the three co-authors of this paper. Hence, only articles accepted by at least 

two co-authors were kept. 
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Table 1: Number of papers identified in the restricted electronic search 

Source Search applied on Retrieved 

Scopus date & subject area 143 

IEEEXplore date 135 

ACM date 73 

Google Scholar date & top 100 100 

Total  451 

 

Table 2: Publication venue of the selected papers 

# Venue Type # of publications 

1 IEEE Journal 8 

2 IEEE Conference 3 

3 IEEE Symposium 1 

4 ACM Journal 2 

5 ACM Conference  4 

6 ACM Workshop 1 

7 JMIR Journal 2 

8 BMJ Journal 1 

9 JAMA Journal 1 

10 New England Journal of Medicine Journal 1 

11 Medknow Publications Journal 2 

12 SciELO Brasil Journal 1 

 Total  27 

 

 

Furthermore, Table 2 shows that twelve (12) out of the twenty-seven (27) selected papers are from the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), while seven (7) are from the Association for Computing 

Machinery (ACM). Journal of Medical Internet Research (JMIR), and Medknow Publications consist of two 

publications each. The remaining venues comprising the British Medical Journal (BMJ), the Journal of the 

American Medical Association (JAMA), the New England Journal of Medicine, and SciELO Brasil has one 

publication each.  

 

According to the Google Scholar metrics, all the selected venues (except Medknow Publications, and SciELO 

Brasil) are from the top quoted publishers. This characteristic gives these papers credibility and shows how 

impactful they are. All the selected papers are either journal, or conference, or symposium, or workshop articles, 

meaning that publications that may affect the quality of the review such as: theses, dissertations, conference 

abstracts, and/or proposals were excluded. Even though Medknow Publications and SciELO Brasil are not among 

the top quoted publishers, we decided to include two papers from Medknow Publications, and one paper from 

SciELO Brasil in-order to cover some demographic locations specifically Middle East and South America. 

Furthermore, considering that all the selected papers were published between 2020 and 2021, the research 

theme can be regarded as a trending topic. Furthermore, it seems that this trend will not decline soon since 

government projects and institutional interest in the idea of remote healthcare are increasing. Therefore, we 

believe that this topic is worth reviewing. 
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Figure 1: PRISMA Chart for included studies 
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Figure 2: The distribution of the initial list of studies per library 

 
Figure 3: Publication type of the selected papers 
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Table 2: Proposed Telehealth Interventions 

Ref # Intervention 

Type 

Technology used Advantages/Services Challenges/Limitations 

[1] AI-Based 

Scope: USA 

Video visits, virtual check-

in, and communication via 

an online portal/mobile 

platform 

- Online surgery, screening, diagnosis, and disinfection 

- Patient’s triage and monitoring, care, manufacturing, 
and logistics 

- Network issues (especially outside of the healthcare facility) 

- Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using, or maintaining the 

system 

- While telehealth technologies supply high-quality healthcare services, they 

cannot entirely replace physical treatment 

- System reliability issues 

- Performance and accuracy issues 

[2] AI-Based  

Scope: Global 

Robotic systems - Disease detection and diagnosis 

- Virology and pathogenesis 

- Drug and vaccine development 

- Epidemic and transmission prediction 

- Medical image inspection 

- Dataset availability issues (e.g. lack of enough training data for AI-based 

systems) 

- Data imbalances between negative and positive samples 

- A large amount of noisy data and rumours 

- Scarcity of knowledge in the intersection of computer and medical sciences 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

[9] AI-Based  

Scope: Global 

Wearable sensor devices, 

mobile devices 

- Patient’s triage, monitoring, and contact tracing, 

- Disease detection, treatment, and diagnosis 

- Cardiovascular evaluation, respiratory assessment, 

clinical symptom monitoring, tele-imaging, tele-ICU, 

telerehabilitation, and telerobotics 

- Dataset availability issues (e.g. lack of enough training data for AI-based 

systems) 

- Ethical issues 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

- Power consumption 

- System reliability issues 

- Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using, or maintaining the 

system 

[11] AI-Based 

Scope: Turkey 

Wearable IoMT (Internet 

of Medical Things) devices 

- Online consultation, virtual real-time monitoring, 

diagnosis, and teleopthalmology 

- Enhancing bandwidth efficiency and reducing latency 

- Policy and regulatory issues 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

[12] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: India 

Mobile application, 

Bluetooth, and GPS 

technologies 

- Contact tracing, tracking, monitoring, and sensitization 

- Notifying users when they are near a 

- COVID-19 infected person 

- Disease spread analysis 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

- Compatibility issues (e.g. some systems only support Android 5.0 and higher, 

or iOS 10.3 and higher) 

[13] AI-Based  

Scope: Global 

Wearable devices, 

chatbots 

- Eliminating the distance between patient and provider 

via virtual/remote treatment 

- Real-time monitoring and diagnosis Reducing the time 

and the cost associated with access to healthcare 

- Reducing the risks of exposing providers and patients 

to the virus; Disease detection 

- Track vital signs and alert when an outlying conditions 

are detected 

- Patient initial triage 

- Adoption rates are restricted to medical emergencies, which is insufficient 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

- Network issues 

- System reliability issues 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

- Policy and regulatory issues 

- Healthcare is highly resistant to change 

- While telehealth technologies supply high-quality healthcare services, they 

cannot entirely replace physical treatment 

[14] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: China 

UWB (Ultrawideband) 

Radar sensor, Smart 

bracelet 

- Remotely monitor self-isolated patient’s health status, 
reduce medical staff’s risk caused by contact, track 
detailed and accurate respiration status, obtaining 

- Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using, or maintaining the system 
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patient’s blood oxygen saturation and heartbeat 

information 

[15] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: Ecuador 

Teleconsultation 

apps (mobile phones, 

landlines, computers, 

tablets, etc.), Samsung 

Health, Google Fit, Mi 

Health (Xiaomi), Apple 

Health, Huawei Health 

- Online consultations 

- Tele-monitoring and diagnosis 

- Video conferencing 

- Lack of knowledge and awareness about telemedicine and its benefits 

- People’s uncertainty about using technology 

- Lack of public or private sector support for advancing medical technology that 

meets the demands of the populace 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

- While telehealth technologies supply high-quality healthcare services, they 

cannot entirely replace physical treatment 

- Performance and accuracy issues 

[26] AI-Based 

Scope: UK 

Video conferencing - Online consultation, health checkup, and self-

screening 

- Online Medical test, ambulance/ appointment 

booking 

- Dispense medicines, and records keeping 

- User service misuse 

- While telehealth technologies supply high-quality healthcare services, they 

cannot entirely replace physical treatment 

- Policy and regulatory issues 

- Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using, or maintaining the system  

- People’s uncertainty about using technology 

- System reliability issues 

- Network issues 

[27] AI-Based  

Scope: India 

Smartphone, WebRTC 

video conferencing 

- Patient’s remote diagnosis and stratification 

- Patient triage and treatment suggestions 

- Special consideration to cyber security 

- Extending quality healthcare to all communities (SDG’s 
goal) 

- Increasing efficiency in diagnosis and improving the 

quality of care 

- Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using, or maintaining the system 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

[28] AI-Based 

Scope: China 

3D pose, cameras, 

contactless patient 

positioning system 

- Contactless patient positioning and treatment 

(reducing the risk of medical professionals from 

getting infected) 

- Remote scanning 

- Performance and accuracy issues 

[29] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: India 

Tablet devices - Mitigating healthcare accessibility related challenges 

especially in rural areas;  

- Online consultation (using JITSI) and prescription 

- Reducing the ”digital divide” in usability and adoption 
of technology-based solutions in rural areas 

- Efficacy of the telemedicine models 

- Network issues 

- System reliability issues 

- Technical glitches 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

- Lack of public or private sector support for advancing medical technology that 

meets the demands of the populace 

- People’s uncertainty about using technology 

- Some users (especially those in villages) do not use phones 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

- It is difficult to have the same doctor(s) for follow-up appointments 

- Insufficient bandwidth and resources, as well as effective effort maintenance 

[30] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: Pakistan 

Covid-Rapid API, Google 

Cloud Healthcare, Acurata 

Triage, iHealth, Uber 

- Health status detection and triage 

- Remote monitoring, management, and care delivery 

- Ordering medications and tele-prescriptions 

- Scheduling telehealth appointments 

- Scalability, interoperability, and auditability issues 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 
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Health, CVS Pharmacy API, 

Uber Eats 

- Scheduling transport for dialysis, order groceries, order 

meals 

- Network issues 

-   Policy and regulatory issues 

[31] AI-Based 

Scope: 

Bangladesh 

Mobile App, Fuzzy 

Neural Network, Logistic 

Regression Model, 

Bayesian Decision Tree 

- Disease detection, tracking, and monitoring 

- Self-testing, real-time health status detection 

- Proximity detection and contact tracing 

- Privacy and security and issues 

- Policy and regulatory issues 

- Network issues 

[32] AI-Based  

Scope: Austria 

Adafruit Bluefruit LE 

module, LCDR display, 

Thermistor 

- COVID-19 symptoms checking 

- Easy and simple to use 

- Measure user’s temperature 

- Medical diagnosis 

- Cost associated with developing, subscribing, using, or maintaining the system 

- Difficulty in accurately differentiating between COVID-19 and typical 

pneumonia or other relevant diseases 

[33] AI-Based  

Scope: China 

Deep learning/machine 

learning models  

- COVID-19 disease detection and diagnosis - While telehealth technologies supply high-quality healthcare services, they 

cannot entirely replace physical treatment 

- People’s uncertainty about using technology 

- Difficulty in accurately differentiating between COVID-19 and typical 

pneumonia or other relevant diseases 

[34] AI-Based  

Scope: US 

LTESafe – CNN based 

Contact Feature Extractor 

- Contact tracing and monitoring 

- Privacy-preservation 

- Help in containing the spread of COVID-19 

- Performance and accuracy issues 

[35] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: KSA 

Mobile Apps: TH mobile 

applications (e.g., Seha, 

Mawid, Tawakklna, 

Tabaud, and Tetamman) 

- Patient tracking, triage, and monitoring 

- Patient health and vaccination status checker 

- Medical diagnosis 

- Online consultations, prescription refills, and follow-

ups 

- Reducing patient expense for healthcare services 

provided  

- Prevent the medical front-line workers from the 

disease contraction  

- Detection and surveillance of COVID-19 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

- Compatibility issues (e.g. some systems only support Android 5.0 and higher, 

or iOS 10.3 and higher) 

[36] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: Qatar 

Mobile App: Ehteraz - Patient tracking, triage, and monitoring 

- Patient health and vaccination status checker 

- Medical diagnosis 

- Online consultations, prescription refills, and follow-

ups 

- Reducing patient expense for healthcare services 

provided  

- Prevent the medical front-line workers from the 

disease contraction  

- Detection and surveillance of COVID-19 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

- Compatibility issues (e.g. some systems only support Android 5.0 and higher, 

or iOS 10.3 and higher) 

[37] Non-AI-Based 

Scope: Brazil 

Mobile Apps - Remote screening, care, and treatment 

Assists in monitoring, surveillance, detection, 

prevention, and mitigation of the impacts on 

healthcare indirectly related to COVID-19. 

- Policy and regulatory issues 

- Lack of knowledge, technical literacy, and skills needed to use virtual medical 

services 

- Privacy, policy and security issues 

- Lack of public or private sector support for advancing medical technology 

that meets the demands of the populace 
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